ABSTRACT We present a spectroscopic data of 19 classical Be stars in red region from 6340 to 6890 Å observed from 1 -9 July 2007 at Bosscha Observatory Bandung, Indonesia. The studies were carried out on H 6563Å, FeII 6516Å and HeII 6678Å lines profile. Based on H line profile the program stars can be classified into subgroups; Be-shell, Be and normal B stars. The correlation of equivalent width, eqw of HeII and spectral types clearly shows that early type stars have higher value than late type stars. The eqw and fwhm values for the lines under investigation show a slightly decreasing correlation upon rotational velocity, V sin i.
INTRODUCTION
In stellar evolution, B type stars are categorized as early type and among the hot stars, whose spectrum normally show the absorption lines whereas Be stars are non-supergiant B type stars whose spectrum has or had at some time one or more Balmer lines in emission (Collin, 1987) . It has been observed that the luminosity of this type of stars are in the luminosity class of III -V which are usually called classical Be stars (Jaschek et al, 1981) . Other classification was made according to the spectral profile of Be stars in which the spectrum has been classified into two terms: the Be spectrum and Be shel l spectrum. In the Be spectrum, emission lines show either no reversal or more or less central reversal, whereas in the Be shell spectrum, Balmer lines and singly ionized metal lines exhibit narrow and deep absorption cores, which may or may not be bordered by emission wings (Doazan,1982) . According to Marlborough,J.M. (1976) , Struve (1931) was the first to suggest that the emission lines arose from matter which were ejected from the equatorial region of a rapidly rotating star and that lead him to propose the classical model of the rotating envelope of Be stars and the types of Be stars emission-lines profiles which were classified into three types: 1) Pole-on stars -stars that are characterized by single-peaked narrow emission lines superimposed on the photospheric absorption lines, 2) Be stars (ordinary) -stars showing double-peaked emission lines profiles, and 3) Be-shell stars -stars with sharp and deep absorption components in the centers of doublepeaked emission lines which usually includes the equator-on Be stars (Kogure, T. and Leung, K.C 2007). In optical region, most of the investigations were carried out on Balmer lines, mainly in H. Recent studies considered He and Fe lines as the kinematics of the circumstellar shell (Hanuschik, R.W. 1994, S mith, M.A., 1995). While H emission line occurs at large distance across the entire shell, the ringlike zones of HeI emission are situated relatively close to the central star. Thus, the strong HeI lines (5876Å and 6678Å) have an important diagnostic value for activity close to the star's surface (Pollmann, E., Leverkusen and Stober, B. 2007, Be Star Newsletter, Vol.38). In this paper, we present the spectral profiles of classical Be stars in which investigations were carried on in FeII 6516, HeI 6678 and H 6563.
OBSERVATIONS
The observations of the 19 program stars including of B, Be and Be shell stars presented here were carried out for 6 nights (1 -4 July 2007 and 8 -9 July 2007) on the 60 cm Refractor telescope of Bosscha Observatory in Bandung, Indonesia. The observations were conducted using Bosscha Compact Spectrograph (BCS) and CCD camera as the detector. These were mounted at prime focus of the f/18 telescope. The dispersing element is a 1200 gr/mm which was set at β = 9.0 degrees and resolution of R  18,000. It gives a reciprocal dispersion of 0.350 Ǻ/ pixel at the detector and a spectral coverage of about 535 Ǻ per CCD frame which ranging from about 6340 to 6890Å. All the data have been obtained at -10˚C of the detector. The integration times were ranging from 300s to 1800s depends on the magnitude of the objects. Calibration on the wavelength scale on the detector was done using Fe-Ne lamps whereby the H  line is set about the centre of detector frame. 
DATA REDUCTIONS AND ANALYSIS
All the reduction and analysis processes have been done using IRAF program. The bias noise was subtracted from the objects, dark current and flatfield frames to remove the bias level in all of the frames. At -10˚C the dark current number was still relatively high and thus need to be removed from the object frames. The dark subtracted object frames were then divided by the flat-field frame to remove all the defects fro m the instruments including the effects of variation on the pixel sensitivity. In IRAF program, the spectrum has to be extracted into one dimension image before it can be calibrated, normalized and analyzed.
Nineteen program stars were taken in the observations run. At a dispersion of 0.3 Å/pixel, we had identified 9 out of 19 stars having a doublepeaked profile of H-alpha line. The equivalent width (eqw) and full width at half maximum (fwhm) of intensity were measured on a single absorption or peaked of FeII, HeI and H  lines. Table 2 shows the values of eqw and fwhm, and rotational velocity, V sin i in column 6 was taken from the spectroscopic Be stars Atlas which was adopted from An atlas of Be stars, Paris-Meudon Observatory and from the catalogue of Be stars of Mr. Jaschek and D. Egret and asterisk marked values were referred from Catalogue of stellar rotational velocities (revised) by Uesugi (1982) . The measurements of eqw and fwhm were conducted using IRAF by fitting a Gaussian profile.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Spectra of the nineteen program stars were analyzed. It has been found that 9 of the stars have a double-peaked profile of H  (HR 5440, 6451, 8260, 8731, 7106, 8402, 8628 and 6519) and HR 8047 (59 Cyg) has shown a triple-peaked emission line whereas an absorption line profile and a single-peaked emission line profile were found in HR 7169, 6875, 5907, 6023, 6664, 7318, 6804, 7709, and HR 7890 and 5953 respectively. We had noticed that HeI 6678 was absent in HR6519 and HR6664 and it becomes an emission line in HR8047. A double-peaked profile was found in HR5953 and HR7106 which also shows a doublepeaked in H  . All of the spectra show the absorption line of FeII 6516 as well as H  line except that the value is relatively small. Figure 1 and 2 show the spectra of the program stars.
FWHM
The values of FWHM in table 2 were converted into km/s by dividing with 6678Å and multiplied with the velocity of light (300,000 km/s). Figure 3 shows the plots of FWHM of FeII, HeI and H  vs V sin i were denoted respectively by square, triangle and circle marks. The graphs of FeII, HeI and H  were respectively presented in solid, dotted and dashed lines. All the lines shows a slightly decreasing correlation between FWHM and V sin i.
The presents of double-peaked profile of HeI 6678 in HR5953 ( Sco) and HR7106 (βLyr) is probably related to its origin in the disk dynamics. The photospherical density and disk density changes were assumed probably time-dependent mass loss. When the mass loss increases, the disk density resulting from this increase becomes stronger, hence producing the double-peaked profiles whereby disk density changes control the observed variability in the equivalent width (Pollmann E., Leverkusen and Stober, B. 2007). Since HR5953 ( Sco) and HR7106 (β Lyr) were also categorized as spectroscopic binary stars, the contribution from their companion should not be neglected. Figure 4 shows the double-peaked HeI 6678Å in HR5953 ( Sco) and HR7106 (β Lyr).
Equivalent width, eqw
Equivalent width (eqw) measures the abundance of a line profile. We only consider FeII 6516Å and HeI 6678Å lines since most of them appeared as single line. Figure 5 and 6 respectively show the distribution of these lines along the spectral types and rotational velocity, V sin i. In figure 5 , the dotted and strip bars represent HeI and FeII lines respectively. It was clearly seen that the eqw of HeI relatively higher for early type and reaches maximum at B3 and decreases towards the late type but for FeII the plots were rather scattered. In figure  6 , the eqw of both lines shows a gradually decreasing correlation upon V sin i in which the gradient value of FeII is rather small compared to HeI that were shown by the equations in the graph. Figure 3 is somewhat different from the general view that the line width is larger in more rapidly rotating stars. Further observations are desirable to confirm the trend correlation. The studies of FWHM or eqw depend upon linearity of the flux scale derived, the resolution employed and S/N. Since these program stars are subjected to change in various forms and in various time-scales they require more series of observations in order to study their variations.
